A guide to organizing spectacular and
celebratory public events that tackle
food waste!

Feeding the 5000 sessions are often organized by people and organizations
with little experience of organizing large scale events, so this toolkit aims to
provide comprehensive advice on the considerations to bear in mind when
planning. We would advise that in conjunction with putting together a
steering group of partner organizations, these large questions are also
explored as early on as possible and top line decisions arrived at.
This toolkit is designed to guide you through the entire process. We
recommend:



Starting with the work plan, scheduling into your diary deadlines
for certain tasks



Recruiting one person to oversee all logistics (and the working
group if possible)




Delegating different tasks according to the sections below



Updating the entire steering committee at the SGM (Steering group
meetings) whilst also updating an internal logistics working group
more regularly.

This toolkit was developed for February 2017 with support from
The Rockefeller Foundation.

Asking whoever oversees these areas to read through the following
sections

3 months ahead of the event.
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Disclaimer
Global Feedback are in no way liable or responsible for any events or for
any food or health safety issues which may arise in the course of such
events. The materials herein are offered merely as guidance.
Independent legal advice should be sought locally in relation to any
respective event. Whilst we have used our best endeavors to keep the
information in each toolkit current, no liability whatsoever is accepted or
held for its applicability to your event.
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Event
Management:
Location,
Licenses and
Permits

Event
Management
Budgets

Make sure that the
necessary
permissions and
infrastructure are in
place to hold the
event. Work out how
many resources you
need to put together
for the event

3 MONTHS AHEAD
 Secure location
 Obtain relevant permits and
submit any applications necessary
– often fees are waived by the City
authority as a form of investment
in the event

To create a realistic
budget which you
can follow and which
accounts for all event
costs.

3 MONTHS AHEAD
Put together a draft budget based on
what can be sourced in-kind and
considering hard costs

 City Authorities
 Event Management
Companies
 Waste Management

 Permits
 Draft Budget – see
the appendix for a
draft budget.
 Contracts

 Partners
 Event rental
companies
 Local governments
and regional
authorities

 Budget for entire
event

2 MONTHS AHEAD
 Confirm all permits (deadline)

2 MONTHS AHEAD
Budget finalized, all finances sourced
and most orders placed

 City authorities
usually have a
turnaround of 4-6
weeks for
confirming details.
 Budget should be
done initially – see
the budget
framework to see
what resources you
have and need.
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Event
Management:
SITE PLAN

To create a site plan
best fit for the event

6 WEEKS AHEAD
Create a provisional site plan for any
authorities that need to see it

 Event organizers
 The catering team
 Stage and tent
rental companies

 A site plan

 Insurance brokers
and suppliers
 Local governmental
organizations

 Insurance wording
which is appropriate
to the local needs

 Always get the
coverage needs
from local
authorities, or
owners of the
venue, before
contacting
insurance
suppliers.

 Businesses
 Catering schools
and services
 Rental companies
 Charities
 Everyone!

 Equipment list,
sourcing plan and
budget to cover all
costs.

 Anyone could help
and have the one
piece of equipment
you need – keep
having
conversations.

3 WEEKS AHEAD
Create a final site plan to offer to
partners to understand how the day
will be set up.
Event
Management:
INSURANCE

To get the right
insurance coverage

3 MONTHS AHEAD
See whether Feedback’s insurance can
cover the event
-Obtain wording from local authority so
that your coverage can be appropriate
to local needs

Event
Management:
EQUIPMENT

To make a sourcing
plan for all the
equipment needs
that need to happen
for your event

2 MONTHS AHEAD
Create equipment list and input into
budget
1 MONTH AHEAD
Have all equipment sourced or orders
placed
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Event
Management:
WASTE
MANAGEMENT

To create a
comprehensive waste
plan

2 MONTHS AHEAD
Investigate whether there are
opportunities for free waste
management
1 MONTH AHEAD
Have waste management plan finalized

 Local community
composting
services,
 Governmental
organic collection
 Private Organic
collection
companies

 Waste plan

Event
Management:
HEALTH &
SAFETY

To make the event
safe for all to attend

6 WEEKS AHEAD
Create a health and safety plan – and
risk assessment

 Health and Safety
plan

 Health and Safety
plan that fits with
local regulations and
accounts for all
permits needed

Event
Management:
EVENT
SCHEDULING

To finalize the event
schedule so all teams
are clear on logistics
of all the day’s parts

1 MONTH AHEAD
Create event schedule based on
catering plan, food collection plan,
tents and stage installation, the stage
program, volunteer schedule and any
other activities

 Each partner

 An Event schedule for
each section of the
event, both leading
up to it and on the
day itself, based on
location.
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It’s incredibly important to think ahead to enable the best set-up for your
event – it could mean delaying it for the event to have the most impact.
See the case study on Feeding the 5000 at the Union Chapel to see some
of the considerations they thought through.
Note this is closely interrelated to LOCATION, LICENSES AND PERMITS.
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From there you can work out:

One of the first questions organizers ask when putting on a Feeding the
5000 is how much will it cost? The answer is that it varies:



It can be done for a few hundred British pounds - the price of
Feeding the 5000 Manchester where the only item we couldn’t
source for free was the price of the gas for the vans transporting
food



It can cost thousands of Euros - Feeding the 5000 Brussels had a
large amount of money spent on materials, licenses, and PR
support to reach 11 million people through various media.

To get closer to answering the question of how much it costs, we would
advise going through and filling out the example budget framework
immediately. In addition, Feedback can offer you an Excel template into
which you'll be able to input data.
This will inform you of what materials and resources you need, in
addition to how much paid time you will need to account for in getting a
rough total of how much a feeding the 5000 will cost. It will also show
you where the biggest costs can be saved by means of partner
contributions, and where potentially a smaller scale event could be
possible or advisable instead. There is an example budget from the event
in Brussels which can be found in the appendix if you need further
guidance.




What is necessary for the event to happen




What funding shortfalls you currently have, and

What are the nice-to-haves, such as a screen or banquet tables
for a community sit-down?
What can be asked of partners and who could contribute further
funds to making the event a real success.

What you may find when filling out the budget is that you are not sure of
how to populate the budget with costs. This is totally understandable.
What we advise is to get quotes on the big, often unavoidable fixed costs
including:

 Tents and stages
Searching for event rental companies in the local area to get
quotes for the big-ticket infrastructure items such as tents,
stages, PA systems, gas for cooking on site and the installation of
these items – please see the Example Quote for Equipment
Rentals. It is good to get quotes for as many of these items as
early as possible because these are often the biggest expenses.

 Trucks (And refrigeration)
If you think you are unlikely to be able to be able to borrow a
truck and store food in a refrigerated space (if needed) until
cooking happens, you will need to arrange a van and driver to
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lead on the food sourcing collections. Reefer trucks can be a
large expense at around $150 a day – see the Appendix for an
Example Quote for non-refrigerated Truck Rental we received
for Feeding the 5000 DC. Bear in mind the days you will need to
collect gleaned produce, donated produce and for delivering
the food to the venue on the day. For information on the
coordination of this, see the catering toolkit.

 Food service equipment
Catering companies or food service rental companies will rent
the chafing dishes (see the catering toolkit for further
explanation on this) or large pots and other food service
equipment you will need. See the equipment list in the
appendix for reference.

 Misc. serving & cooking equipment

$400 -500.

 Printing of publicity materials
Another likely large but often unavoidable cost – it’s good to
shop around for the best price on this and plan whether you
need or want items such as banners that can rack up costs
quickly.

 Insurance
Unfortunately this can be another large and unavoidable cost
unless one of the event partners can insure the event under their
own insurance. For a full scale Feeding the 5000, we have found
the costs to be around $1000. Ask the relevant authority for the
necessary wording as soon as possible, take this to a broker or
insurer and get quotes.

Reviewing the equipment list and searching for the big local
shops near you for places to buy/rent (though buying is often
cheaper and then you can donate the equipment to charity) for
small but important items bought in bulk. See the equipment
list in the appendix for reference.

 Waste management services
Call around to understand how much the collection will be for
the compostable crockery, recycling and general waste. Often
this can be sourced for free but, if not, it can amount to around
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A huge aspect of cost saving for a Feeding the 5000 is various partners
contributing goods and services in-kind.
These have included:



City municipalities' and local/regional authorities' investment
often takes the form of fees waived for the use of the venue
(often saving tens of thousands of dollars) and city-wide
advertising – This was done in Feeding the 5000 Front Range,
Denver for example, in addition to Feeding the 5000 Milan.



Partners who lead on food re/distribution, such as food banks,
have often offered their drivers and transport vehicles for the
food collection and movement of food to the venue.



Partners have offered their own insurance to provide coverage
for the event.



Organizations have offered the staff time of their employees for
the months in the run-up; they essentially become the event
managers.



Chefs and their teams, often not-for-profit soup kitchens (as at
Feeding the 5000 NYC and Feeding the 5000 Warsaw) as well as
gourmet catering facilities (Feeding the 5000 Chapel Hills’
catering took place at a University catering facility), which offer
the use of their staff, kitchens and equipment for free. These

"We made something amazing happen and the food waste
movement is definitely gathering speed in the US! Due to
the individuals and organizations involved, the ripples will
be felt far and wide, truly driving the movement to end
food waste in the U.S.
However, we were overly ambitious in selecting an area
that is very quiet and slow on the weekend. We definitely
need a professional PR person next time for events held in
the U.S. in areas where you can't depend 100% on footfall."

costs can rack up to many thousands so this is a particularly kind
offer and should be sought wherever possible.



Free equipment is a huge source of saving – one example is where
institutions such as the Navy or the Military have kindly lent
equipment, as at Feeding the 5000 Athens. Another is where event
management rental companies have offered us extremely low
costings for various items due to an existing relationship
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established by one of our partner organizations (as at Feeding the
5000 DC, where tents, stages and other equipment costs were
around 40% lower than expected).



Waste management services have been offered for free, as at
Feeding the 5000 Denver, by companies who wish to champion
the food waste cause.

Other areas which are sourced for free are:
The Feedback team’s consultancy, expertise and time. If this time can be
funded somehow, we will always offer help and offer support, guidance
and resources in whatever way we can. Please contact us for more advice
on this so that it's clear from the start what support we can offer.
We have hired freelancers in the past who work on varying roles, from
food sourcing to volunteer coordination and event management support.
These roles have also been fulfilled in a voluntary capacity. These people
can be hugely important to maximising the impact of the event so we
would encourage you to divert any resources you can to bring such
assistance on board. It is another great way to give skills to those who will
build and spread the food waste movement beyond the event. We can
offer role descriptions and advice on various roles that have really helped
in the past such as food sourcing coordinators, partnership managers,
and activities coordinators.
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We always try to secure the most iconic locations within a city/place.
Feeding the 5000 Edinburgh took place in the heart of the city at Bristo
Square. Aim to host the event in the most high-profile location possible,
where lots of people will be passing through- this is called high footfall
(see the Case Study on F5K Oakland). If your event is on a weekday, try to
attract the large lunchtime crowd; if your event is on the weekend, try to
attract people who are out and about in the area. It is generally best to
use a space that already has a lot of pedestrian traffic; you will not be
able to attract thousands of people unless they are already familiar with
the territory. This also brings with it the potential for recruitment of
unknowing passersby to come and join the celebration.
Securing the location by applying to the right authority, then obtaining
relevant permits should ideally be started 3-4 months before the event,
although it has started even 2 months before an event (as at Feeding the
5000 Milan, though complications have the potential to jeopardize the
event if not enough time is allocated to it). We advise an early start on
this because city authorities usually have a turnaround of 4-6 weeks in
issuing confirmation. This links closely to insurance, so make sure to
read up on insurance and questions to ask.
Of course, the date is a huge consideration, so make sure that your
steering group finalizes this before making an application. See the
Feeding the 5000 Union Chapel Case study for some factors to bear in
mind.

Think about how to best use the space. The bigger the space the better,
and as a minimum you should aim for 100ft x 100ft. You need to make
sure the location can accommodate a serving tent (20x40ft
recommended), partner tents/stalls (10x10ft recommended) and
(potentially) a stage for speeches and chef demos.
The stage does not need to be big (6x3ft is plenty), however if this can be
provided free of charge and there is space for it, then more space is
better. Plan where the queue will form, as the queue will attract people
passing by and it is the best opportunity to speak to people individually
and get them to sign the pledge. Be sure to check out the site at least
one month in advance. If something is not going work, you want to have
enough time to execute a back-up plan. See the Site Needs table to work
out roughly what you will need to plan for.
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Stage

16ft x 16ft or sl100

Catering Tent

10x10ft recomm. (with min 1-2 sides)

Volunteer tent

10x10ft recomm.

Media and Info tent

10x10ft recomm.

Partner tent x ??

10x10ft recomm.

Chairs

15 min. (for catering, volunteers, media + info,
stage)

Tables

17 (11 for catering, 2 for volunteers, 2 for
media + info, 2 for stage)

Tables

10 (for communal eating)

Chairs

40 (for communal eating)

Production tent

10x10ft recomm. (with 3 sides)

The following suggestions are important to keep in mind
as you think about the location and date of the event.
While the specifics listed below are not compulsory, they
may increase the success of your event.
 Temperate weather
 Local harvesting of crops (important for gleaning
ingredients)
 Outdoors – adequate space to serve and for group
tables
 High traffic area
 Lunch timeframe (when the most people are on
campus)



Avoid scheduling an event that clashes with others
– other events that will get a lot of media attention
are worth steering clear of by a week or so.
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Events have mostly been held on public squares; however, as a way of
saving money on insurance and fees (which amounted to thousands of
dollars in the case of Feeding the 5000 NYC, which took place on Union
Square), we have opted to go with a private venue space, as at Feeding
the 5000 Washington, DC. By private we mean owned by an organization
or individual - the event was still open, outside and free for all to attend.
Our advice would be to investigate the cost implications or various
options within the city where you are hosting and to reach out to city
officials early on to save money on this. We can offer advice and support
in forging these links, as often the way you pitch should be sensitive – it
is good to make a fantastic case for support right from the outset.
This event should be an opportunity to get the city authorities on your
side, and can lead to positive changes in the city’s food waste
management strategy. The city’s involvement is key and one huge help
they can offer in return for an event which promotes their interests reducing food waste - is for them to waive the permissions fees for
holding the event on a large public square or other key central and/or
iconic space.
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Something that is hugely important is arranging the
site plan and arriving at the best use of space.

Feeding the 5000 – Portland, Maine

Your aims should be:



To pull people in from local surrounding
areas and maximize how long people stay on
the square for. For example, one important
visual for the day is the line:



As Tristram Stuart has said ‘it is the best
commercial for the day – people are standing
in line for what? Free waste?’ Thorough
planning is crucial in enabling the best
direction of people and attendees on the day.



For the line not to interfere with other people
or traffic on the venue, allow attendees to
stand in line and then enjoy other activities
after they have finished their meal,
preferably ending up in the crowd for the
stage directly after their meals



For the stage to be overlooking the line and
all the other activities at the venue.

Notice how the bottom left and right area is left relatively open to allow for people to
flow in from these busy avenues.
The partner stalls act as a border to the space and the waste stations are dotted around
the site. Parking spaces are behind the kitchen tent (or catering tent). To allow for food
and equipment to be loaded and unloaded. The site should preferably be contained so
the restrooms will be closer to the center and not across a road.
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Feeding the 5000 – Brussels

Notice the detailed planning in
ensuring that the attendees are
funneled into the Grasmarkt.
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Feeding the 5000 – NYC

Notice how the volunteer and production
tent is tucked away behind the stage, yet
top far left is the Media tent – this allow
for a quiet space for the media to be
based at.
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Enquire into the insurance requirements for the venue and city you are
using at least 2 months in advance.

You also want to consider where/if there is water and electricity, for
example. Authorities will let you know about restrictions on sound,
keeping paths clear, etc. Please ask partners for Health and Safety
assessments you can follow; alternatively, the Feedback team would be
happy to provide previous examples.

In most countries you’ll be required to have Public Liability insurance.
Your local city authority can tell you exactly what type of insurance you'll
need, and what it should cover. Partner organizations often have this
type of insurance already in place, but Feedback may be able to provide it
if necessary.
Feedback’s insurance is NOT applicable in the US and Canada
unfortunately, though we can offer advice on the best and most costeffective way to get the right coverage. Make sure to ask the relevant
authority for the wording needed in the coverage and who needs to be
named in the documents.
This is in addition to the food permitting regulations and any other
potentially limiting restrictions which could hinder the success of the
event.
Questions to ask include: Is outside catering allowed? Is alcohol
permitted on site? Are vehicles allowed on the venue after a certain time?
How many people can be in a covered tent with an open fire? Is an open
fire or butane allowed on a public venue? How many people need food
service permits? These are all questions that can be answered easily;
however, it would be good to know the answers 2 months before the
event takes place so that you can work around them. The catering toolkit
also offers advice on many of these questions surrounding catering.

“To keep yourself organized during the event, it might be
useful to make lists or charts. I had a spreadsheet with a list
of all the cooks and for how many people they were cooking.

On the day of the event, I noted the meals that each cook
would be cooking, the ingredients I had given them, and
checked their names off as I delivered their bags of
ingredients to them. I also kept an inventory of received
ingredients, a shopping list and a to-do list. Whatever your
method is, it is essential to maintain an oversight of where
you are in planning your event, and what still has to be
done.” (Bettina – organizer)
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Chefs should have the necessary food safety qualifications. All volunteers
handling food at any point during the preparation and service of the
meal should wear blue plastic gloves on their hands, and hair nets over
their heads. Some locations will require a professional security team to
be involved – this should be viewed as an additional precaution, and we
wouldn’t recommend it unless the authorities insist on it. It could be
worth enlisting someone to be responsible for food safety and the
monitoring of health and safety for the day, especially when doing food
prep.

Provide a safe environment that complies with all local regulations.
Check local regulations before you even consider organizing a surplus
food event and apply for permits 5-3 months ahead of time. As stated
above, we can offer Health and Safety example procedures as well as
risk assessment.
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As part of the budgeting, you will need to consider what equipment will
need to be bought, borrowed, and stolen (this last option is a joke!). To
understand how much of the budget should be set aside for equipment
you'll need to:



Divide the equipment by task or category. Assign a lead point of
contact to each category or task who will submit a budget with
costed-out items for the budget supervisor to approve.



Aim to make comprehensive spreadsheet lists 8 weeks ahead of
the event.



The budget supervisor can then authorise these equipment costs
and see if there is enough money for them.



These lists should be followed by the placing of orders 6 weeks
ahead of the event to allow for extended lead times and for items
to be delivered.

For lists of what you will need to source, please refer to:



The empty budget framework – for a list of larger infrastructural
needs



The equipment list - for all catering needs; it also includes
miscellaneous equipment for the day itself



The food sourcing toolkit – this includes some materials that may
be needed for food collections and gleaning.



The volunteer coordinator will also have an idea of equipment
needed for the day- this can be found within the volunteer
management toolkit.
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If you are not going for a larger stage, it is likely that you won't be able to
include sound. We recommend getting in contact with local audio & visual
companies who can provide power, extension cords and safety cover
ramps, in addition to a mic (wireless if your budget allows) and headset
mics (if you’re running chef demos, so their hands can be free).
A DJ might be best placed to help - and have all the equipment below –
allow around $1000 for these costs. As a last resort, if all of this is
sounding alien, then feel free to ask sound and tech people for advice and
guidance. Please note that this sound equipment is not included in the
equipment list currently.
Ideally your power requirements should cover:





8-12 plug outlets for the stage
4-8 plug outlets for the volunteer and production tent
4-8 plug outlets for the media tent.

To see an example of the power requirements we have had on previous
events, see the Appendix for an Example Audio Equipment Quote.
Other audio equipment you might need could include:






Speakers
Speaker stands
Digital mixers
Sound ports for iPhone and laptops
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As you may have seen from the principles, we only use compostable and
biodegradable crockery for Feeding the 5000s, as we aim to be zero
waste. In the appendix, you can find guidance for the serving ware
options which compares the benefits and drawbacks which you might
want to bear in mind when planning. Additionally, a template email to
send to waste companies is offered.
Who should I ask to provide these services?





Local community composting services,
Governmental organic collection
Private Organic collection companies

Timing
The waste management plan needs to be finalized 4 weeks ahead of the
event
How much waste should I account for?





Prior to the event: Sometimes when sourcing you can be offered
food which does not make it to the event – it will simply go off. It is
worth having a back-up plan for any produce that might need to
be composted - keep a list of waste disposal companies just in
case.
Disco Chop – this event generates a lot of compostable waste as
you are peeling, chopping and sorting through any unwanted
produce. Allow for up to 20-30% of all the produce you source to
need to be potentially composted.

On the day itself, allow for 20% of all the food you recover and the
volume/weight of the compostable serving ware you provide to fit
into bags at the event (noting that you do not necessarily need bins
for all these bags, just a place to store them away from the main
venue).

Guidance for on the day:
We always have at least 5 composting, recycling and general waste
stations dotted around the venue, preferably wheelie bins with sacks – see
the example site plan for Feeding the 5000 Portland for reference. This
means that people are less likely to throw their trash in general waste as
they are given clearly-marked waste options.
We think it’s always good to have a selection of bins on site as people tend
to bring in other items of their own (plastic bottles, etc.) and we want to
make sure that the composting isn’t contaminated. So, we have bin
monitors to ensure that there isn’t contamination, but also an alternative
bin option for non- event generated rubbish. These can be existing onsite
bins, but it is a judgement call to make sure that there is a sufficient
number available. In NYC, we had bins with composting/ recycling/ other
waste all next to each other. The number of bins should equal the number
of monitors (i.e. 5).



Ideally each bin station should be staffed to avoid contamination
but this is not essential. We have bin monitors, trash heroes and
composting crusaders to monitor attendees and make sure they
are disposing of their waste correctly and often in a fun way.
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Volunteers should tie up sacks as they become
full, replace them with empty biodegradable
sacks, and take them to a central, out of sight,
waste center which, depending on what their
waste contractor has specified, should either be
a big pile of sacks or contained in supermarketsize skips on wheels and that 4 or 5 of these
should be enough capacity for the event.
It is worth recalculating the math of how many
bins to provide, how many collections are
needed and how may bags should be provided
for each event (note the requirements for the
Disco Chop and other food preparation) to make
sure you are disposing of your waste responsibly
for the event.

The waste management company Bio Collectors donated their services free
for the event. Twenty 120-liter bins in clusters of four were located at
strategic points around the site. In each cluster three bins were reserved for
food waste and one for general waste.
A pro-active team of eight to 10 volunteer litter collectors policed the bins to
guard against waste contamination. Bio Collectors confirmed the food
waste bins could be used to collect the Feeding the 5000 plates and bowls
(made of banana leaf), cups (Bio-degradable organic plastic), and forks (FSCcertificated wood). Bins were emptied at regular intervals by Bio Collectors
staff into a waste packer (3.5-ton sized vehicle) which remained on site in
the production compound. Bio Collectors removed all bins and Feeding the
5000 waste after the event.
These arrangements were specially agreed with the City Parks and Squares
team as they potentially contravened the contract with the site’s existing
waste management company. Representatives from the site’s company
collected non-biodegradable waste as normal in the square, although
Feeding the 5000’s operations did not generate any non-biodegradable
waste. Signs were attached to the permanent litter bins in London's
Trafalgar Square advising that they should not be used for the
biodegradable waste.
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This should be begun as soon as possible and should be finalized 2
weeks before the event. Make sure you go through the schedule in the
run-up to the event.
Once details are firmed up, plan the day's activities and the days in the
run up to ensure you don’t miss anything – this should include food
sourcing, gleaning, media interviews, food collecting, the disco chop, all
food prep, transport, the day itself, and clean up and take down. This ties
in many of the logistics considerations outlined above and brings
together the various teams organizing different elements so we really
recommend one person creating this evolving document and combing
through it up to the last moment – a proofreader/editor of sorts – we find
it is a helpful resource and we can offer detailed examples which we used
for Feeding the 5000 NYC for example.



We have found it highlights logistical gaps, potential problems
and bottlenecks where events could be delayed.



It can and should include who is leading on each task, to make
clear that everyone is clear what their role is in the event



It makes volunteer coordination much easier on the day as you
can note how many volunteers are needed and at what points



It pinpoints where all team members should be, making contact
far easier to facilitate.

Delivery, Production, and Stage Schedules: 4 weeks in advance.
Note there are example excel production schedules for a Disco Chop and
Feeding the 5000 which can be shared by the Feedback team. We
recommend dividing the task by:







Gleaning




Set-up, food transport, all activity at the serving tent




The chef demo kitchen production schedule

Food Sourcing
Media Interview
Disco Chop and food preparation
Cooking

Stage activities – one for the public (see the Example Schedule
for the stage activities – Feeding the 5000 Oakland) and one with more details - for staff purposes
Volunteer tent schedule
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The site venue – set-up and take down

Please see the Appendix for an example schedule made for Feeding the
5000 Front Range, Denver. Other potential worries that you may come up
against, and event management limitations which are easily overcome:

Feeding the 5000 events have taken place in the snow, rain and sunshine.
The only time an event has been cancelled was due to a heatwave in
Lisbon where temperatures reached 107 degrees and all public events
were cancelled. Since then we would advise against partners organizing
Mediterranean events in the height of summer! Wind - especially in
coastal locations such as Cannes and Thessaloniki – is something that we
needed to plan for and we always secure tents with suitable weights.

We have plenty of other educational- and awareness-raising activities at
the event and people are always being given something to do or get
involved in. As each Feeding the 5000 is primarily an awareness-raising
event, people should always appreciate and be understanding if you run
out of food. We also communicate on social media as to how many meals
have already been served, so that people who follow social media will be
aware.
We train all volunteer stewards so that they know what is included in the
meal, and we have a publicly-available recipe. The main meal that we
serve is vegetarian and often vegan and we have all the necessary allergy
information available.

Should there be lower than expected demand for the food due to low
attendance, we always make sure that we have a partner food
redistribution organization which can distribute the surplus meals
through their networks of soup kitchens.

We do also often have homeless people enjoying the free meal, alongside
families, office workers, tourists, students, shoppers - everyone is
welcome and is invited to be a part of the movement against food waste.
This in no way detracts from the celebratory nature of the events - please
see photos for examples of what the events look like, including in cities
with higher rates of poverty and homelessness than NYC.
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Friday
14th

remove food from reefer/food truck - Bring in cambros
into kitchen
remove food from hotel pans into skillets - leave rest
of food in cambros in food truck (making sure to
identify cambros which have remained chilled)

6:00am

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

6:15am

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

6:009:00am

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

Heat food in 5 skillets to 165 degrees - (20 safety
barrier for 140 degrees heat regulations

5

7:009:00am

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

5 volunteers place food from each skillet into hotel
pans

5

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

5 volunteers place hotel pans in cambros

5

PAH

Brandon's staff at J&W

Volunteers

All cambros to go into truck

5

PAH- SP

Courtlyn

Volunteers

Food truck ready to depart for Skyline park

5

Skyline
Park

Courtlyn

Volunteers

Courtlyn

Feedback

Serving tent lead - Erin

Volunteers

Serving tent lead - Erin

volunteers

7:009:00am
9:159:45am
9:45am10:00am
10:15am
10:30
10:3011:00am
10:45am
10:50

Skyline
Park
Skyline
Park
Skyline

Food truck arrives at Skyline park (20 min journey allowing for traffic)
Charity picks up 1500 portions
Hot food Cambros removed from food truck into
catering tent
6-8 pans removed from cambros and placed in
chafing dishes
volunteers fed

5

5

5
5
5
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Park
11am
11:50
11:55
12:00
12:00

Continge
ncy plan

14:00

16:30

Skyline
Park
Skyline
Park
Skyline
Park
skyline
Park STAGE
Skyline
Park
Skyline
park 16th
street
Skyline
park 16th
street

Serving tent lead - Erin

Volunteers

Serving tent lead - Erin

Serving begins
The big meal count - how many served so far?

Stage manager

volunteers

5-10 portions removed for VIPs on stage

Beverly MC

stage team

Serving tent lead - Erin

volunteers

lunch time rush estimated

DRM -

Pascale - Feedback
team

Parking reserved (if needed) for DRM to pick up
portions for redistribution

DRM -

Pascale - Feedback
team
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One of the first questions we get asked is how much does a Feeding the
5000 event cost? The following document is both a guide and template
for you to adapt to your local situation so that you can make a thorough
estimate of how much the event could cost

1

Event organization
Feeding the 5000 team advice and expertise
Coordination
Role includes:
Recruiting partner organizations and supporters
Coordination of steering group
Food sourcing and logistics etc.
Advising on media and communication including press
release and defining messaging
Website development

Subtotal
2

Food sourcing
750 kg of vegetables for the curry
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Rice or a form of carbohydrate to offer
Any food for the cooking demos
Cooking and equipment essentials (oil, salt etc.)

100$

Transport of produce to depo and cooking area

$

usually ask chefs to
provide their own
approx. total given,
300.00

Generally provided
by Food Bank generally a few
hundred a day to
rent a reefer

Subtotal
3

Catering - team recruitment and equipment
Chef (including cooking equipment, transport and team of
3 helpers)

time offered for
free often

tables for serving & demo

$

100.00

15

chafing dishes including inserts

$

200.00

8

can be simple
cheaper wooden
tables with tablecloth
on to save money –
oil cloth by the yard is
a good port of call for
these vinyl
tablecloths
often around $200
rental - can be
cheaper to buy or try
to borrow where
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possible

Chafing Fuel

$

Demo kitchen serving equipment hire (include cleaning)

$

Disposable cutlery and crockery (Biodegradable, e.g.
whole leaf company, London Biopackaging)

5000

Extra Miscellaneous kitchen equipment

$

Catering equipment transport

30.00

25

50.00

enough for 4-hour
heating for the
duration of event for
each chafing dish +
extras
such as a propane or
butane burner rental
and fuel - how much
to provide all the
cooking equipment

can be around 5600$
200.00

look through the
equipment list
and bear in mind
all serving tents
needs - this can
amount so
research sites
such as
Webstaurant for
the best pricing
1

van rental

Subtotal
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4

General event management and equipment
professional event management fee
Hire of Production Office tent

$

80.00

1

Hire of Stage System

$

600.00

1

Sound, Lighting, Power

$

300.00

1

Water Bowsers (Supply & Waste) & kitchen sinks

0

if city/ organizers are
not able to do this
optional or can be
10x10ft tent
ideal stage:
http://stageline.com/
products/sl100/
however a smaller
platform with skirting
for 5-600$ works well
also.

if not required,
don't rent

Water Pipes

1

if not required, don't
rent

Fire Extinguishers & fire blanket

$

50.00

0

if not required, don't
rent

catering tent 12 x 8 m cooking/serving

$

350.00

0

generally, 20x40ft in
US context

partner tents 4x2 m/10x10ft

$

100.00

6

depends on number
of partner stalls /
partners present on
the venue on the day
- ask partners to
bring where you can
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tables

$

200.00

18

1/2 for each partner
tent, 12 for serving
tent (serving 5000)

chairs

$

100.00

10

volunteer and production tent

$

100.00

1

media tent

$

100.00

1

Fences /barriers

$

100.00

10x $8 approx.

1/2 for partner tents
is ideal, plus 5 for
around site general
backstage use.
generally, 10x10ft ft.
gazebo - no sides borrow if possible
generally, 10x10ft ft.
gazebo - no sides borrow if possible
not necessarily
needed, depending
on location
if not required, don't
rent

Security team

0

Site Crew for installation of tents, stage etc.

0

toilets (optional, site dependent, 2 suggested for
volunteers)

$

135.00

Miscellaneous extras

$

230.00

0

if not required, don't
rent - generally 130160 each
see catering
equipment sheets
lists to make lists of
what you will need
for food prep and the
serving tent
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Gas Bottle 1x40l, 1x20l

$

300.00

1

see above, for
cooking/ heating on
site

Gas Storage bottle cage

$

100.00

1

for cooking/ heating
on site

Hi Vis Vests for volunteers and staff

$

100.00

25 x 4

Vegetable and Pig Costumes

$

75.00

4

can be borrowedgenerally 25 on
Amazon

License to use public square from local council

1

Generally donated
for free by city

Temporary Structures License

0

enquire into need pricing varies

Police

0

if not required, don't
employ

Fire brigade

0

if not required, don't
employ

1

likely to need to
purchase - this is the
approximate cost we

SUBTOTAL
5

Licenses and insurance

Public Liability Insurance

$

1,000.00
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have paid for a fullscale event in the
past. It can be
offered for free
Subtotal
6

Volunteers
Volunteer coordinator

10

Depending on your
resources, you
should aim to fund
for this role however equally it is
a great role for
someone who can
gain a lot of skills for
this on a part time
basis.
Volunteers

Stewards

30-50

can be provided by
city for free
Volunteers

Curry servers

20

Volunteers

Area managers

Volunteers

Setting up and packing away/cleaning

(2 for each
area/activity)
30-50

Flyers and placard holders

20

Volunteers

Serving team
Water for volunteers

Volunteers
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Sous-chefs

5+

Volunteers

Vegetable choppers for the curry

15-20

Volunteers

1

Waste management
services have
generally been
donated to F5k for
free
often included in
waste management
service

Subtotal
7

Waste collection
Waste collection service. This should be exclusively
biodegradable waste recycling. Nothing nonbiodegradable should be used on site.

$

500.00

120-liter bins. Several placed strategically

$

-

20

litter pickers (volunteers)

$

-

10

waste management stewards to guard against
contamination (volunteers)

10

Volunteers

Volunteers

Subtotal
8

Event and Publicity materials (Design and printing)
E-flyer
Placards

$

-

40

can be made using
cardboard and paint
on a DIY basis by
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volunteers
Posters

$

250.00

Banners
Flyers

$

Design of event branding

$

450.00

500

11" x 17"

2 to 4

generally, 1-400$
each
4.25" x 5.5"

5000
500.00

can be sourced for
free if you have
creative contacts or
in-house designers make sure to ask
feedback who have
creative visuals to
share.

Subtotal
9

PR and Photography
PR
Photography

$

300.00

Videographer

$

350.00

$

-

has been offered for
free in the past
has been offered for
free in the past
has been offered for
free in the past

Subtotal
TOTAL EVENT
COST
Extras
15

Gleaning Day x 2
Car hire or train tickets to transport volunteers

often ask local
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volunteers to attend
Crates for produce

$

-

Produce Van hire

$

110.00

borrowed usually
one day truck rental
likely

Subtotal
Total
including all
optional
extras

$

7,360.00

Partner
contributions

Direct Contribution

Notes

Total
Incoming
Outgoing
Present
Shortfall
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* based on 17.3.14 exchange rate £1: 1.20 Euro/ 1 Euro: £0.84
All prices include VAT (if applicable)

1

Subtotal
2

Subtotal
3

Event organization (varies according to location)
Role includes:
Recruiting partner organizations and supporters
Coordination of steering group
Tristram speaking at the event
Liaison with chef (Para) for 5000 curries
Food sourcing and logistics etc.
Media and communication coordination including writing press release
and defining messaging
Website development
Food sourcing
750 kg of vegetables for the curry
Rice (Optional - can be replaced by bread, potatoes, other starch foods)
Any food for the cooking demos
Cooking and equipment essentials (oil, salt etc.)
Transport of produce to depo and cooking area
Catering
Chef (including cooking equipment, transport and team of 3 helpers)
5 inox tables for serving & demo
8 chafing dishes including inserts

10,000
252
200
50
1000
11,502

12000
300
240
60
1200
13800

0
0
0
94.5084
0
94.5084

0
0
0
112.51
0
112.51

1680
203.28
284.592

2000
242
338.8

1680
284.592
284.592

2000
338.8
338.8
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Chafing Fuel
Demo kitchen serving equipment hire (include cleaning)
Disposable cutlery and crockery (Biodegradable, e.g. whole leaf
company)
Gas bottles and attachments
Extra Miscellaneous kitchen equipment
Catering equipment transport
Serving team
Subtotal
4

SUBTOTAL

General event management and equipment
professional event management fee (Evident)
Hire of Production Office tent
Hire of Stage System
Sound, Lighting, Power
Water Bowsers (Supply & Waste) & kitchen sinks
Water Pipes
Fire Extinguishers & fire blanket
tent 12 x 8 m cooking/serving
6 tents 4x2 m, 16 tables /30 chairs
25 fences /barriers
Site Crew for installation of tents, stage etc.
toilets (optional, site dependent, cost for 2)
Miscellaneous extras
Gas Bottle 1x40l, 1x20l
Gas Storage bottle cage
Hi Vis Vests for volunteers and staff
Vegetable and Pig Costumes

65.0496
0.00
576

77.44
0
691.2

71.5512
0
422.03

85.18
0
506.436

250
100
152.46

300
120
181.5

60.984
40.656
152.46

72.6
48.4
181.5

3311.3816

3950.94

3000.24144

3571.716

3486.252
84
840
1260
386.4
42
168
672
1596
420
504
75.6

4150.3
100
1000
1500
460
50
200
800
1900
500
600
90

3486.252
101.64
0
1524.6
0
50.82
101.64
672
0
0
0
20.16

35.28
108
500
400
10577.532

42
129.6
600
480
12601.9

60.984
108
0
0
6126.096

4150.3
121
0
1815
0
60.5
121
800
0
0
0
24
34.78
72.6
121
0
0
7320.18
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5

Subtotal
6

Licenses and insurance
License to use public square from local council
Temporary Structures License
Police
Fire brigade
Public Liability Insurance

1260
1260

1500
1500

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

159.6

190

193.116

229.9

252

300

304.92

363

411.6

490

498.036

592.9

0

0

0

0

Volunteers
Volunteer coordinator
Water for volunteers
Stewards
Curry servers
Area managers
Setting up and packing away/cleaning
Flyers and placard holders
Sous-chefs
Vegetable choppers for the curry

Subtotal
7

Subtotal
8

Waste collection
Waste collection service. This should be exclusively biodegradable
waste recycling. Nothing non-biodegradable should be used on site.
120-liter bins. Several placed strategically
litter pickers (volunteers)
waste management stewards to guard against contamination
(volunteers)
Event and Publicity materials (Design and printing)
E-flyer
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Placards
Posters
Banners
Flyers
Design of event branding

250
500
1400.00
1250
840
4240

300
600
1680
1500
1000
5080

298.2
266.154
634.20
431.6172
252
1882.1712

355
316.85
755
513.83
300
2240.68

PR

4200

5000

4200

5000

Photography

500

600

100

120

Subtotal

4700

5600

4300

5120

TOTAL EVENT COST

36,003

43022.84

15901.05

18957.986

Gleaning Day x 2
Car hire or train tickets to transport volunteers
Crates for produce

100.8

120

21.84

26
65.62

Produce Van hire

63

75

181.02

215.5

Subtotal

163.8

195

257.9808

307.12

Total including all optional extras

36,166

43217.84

16,159.03

19265.106

Subtotal
9

PR and Photography

Extras
15
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waste, 1 organic waste. If they need to be separated onsite, we can
add 1 compostable (for flatware and serving ware – see below).

The below aims to offer advice on this area with a draft email to a waste
management company and a table outlining options which we have
experimented with previously.



Though the above arrangements are flexible, we are looking to
account for 5000 attendees waste,



Hello,
I’m emailing to reach out to you for an upcoming event at the Woodrow
Wilson Plaza, at the Ronald Reagan Building on May 18 th. Feeding the
5000 – Washington, DC will be a community festival highlighting the
scandal of food waste and its many local and national solutions.

We can provide bin monitors to ensure supervision of this process
by attendees



We would of course require removal and processing of the waste
additionally, with removal happening the same day.

These internationally renowned Feeding the 5000 events offer delicious,
free feasts for thousands of members of the public from all walks of life,
all made from ingredients sourced entirely from fresh, top-quality food
items that would have otherwise been wasted. These events have been
held all over the world in over 30 cities and now we are bringing it to the
heart of DC, to raise awareness of food waste in the US and what can be
done internationally.
As we are currently considering our waste management options, we
wanted to scope out what could be provided as fitting with DC City’s
regulations and the needs of our green-minded event, which hopefully
the below outlines further.
Quantity and service needs



We would be looking to have up to 20 x 25 gallon bins (or rough
equivalent) delivered to the event venue on the morning of the
event.



These will be positioned in groups of 4 at waste stations around
the plaza – we envisage this as comprising 1 recycling, 1 general

Composting needs



We always look to produce only biodegradable waste in terms of
our crockery, in addition to the usual amount of food waste that
occurs at our catering event, therefore composting options are
necessary. I can provisionally say that on materials, we look to
provide paper cups, bagasse bowls and wood, bioplastic or corn
starch cutlery therefore further information on what you can
provide would be good.

If you have any further questions, I or my colleague
pascale@feedbackglobal.org would be happy to discuss them further.
I look forward to hearing from you,
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Cutlery

Biodegradable
Polypropylene

Webstaurant

requires
sophisticated
composting
service

takes 1-5
years to
compose

manufacturi
ng process
potentially
energy
intensive,
attendees
perceiving
us as using
unsustainab
le plastics

adding hydrophilic
enzymes to this
plastic helps it to
biodegrade in 1-5
years

$47.49

Cutlery

Corn Starch

Webstaurant

requires
sophisticated
composting
service

cheaper

Could in
theory be
fed to
humans

Corn starch, corn
$16.90 for
flour or maize
1000
starch or maize is
the starch derived
from the corn (maize)
grain. The starch is
obtained from
the endosperm of
the corn kernel.

$284.94

Cutlery

Flour/grains
edible cutlery

Bakey's

usual food
composting

little/no waste - easily
biodegrades, good
energy return when fed
to humans

It is manufactured
using flour of food
grains. Low energy
growth.

separate
- India
based

$4 for 100

separate
- USA
based

http://www.bio
sphereplastic.c
om/biodegrada
bleadditives/biode
gradable-pp/,
http://www.biof
utura.nl/ (have
offered 50%
discount in
past)

$101.4
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Cutlery

Birch Wood

Webstaurant

Crockery

Starch based
(tapioca,
potatoes and
grass fibers)
biodegradable
packaging

Biosphere
Industries

Plates

Pulp, Bamboo,
sugar cane and
starch food
packaging

Earth cycle

recycled or
requires
sophisticated
composting
service

recyclable

$32.20

Could in
theory be
fed to
humans

$193.80

$240

http://www.we
bstaurantstore.
com/ecogecko-heavyweightdisposablewooden-spoon1000case/175GWP3
01.html

separate
- USA
based

http://www.bio
sphereindustri
es.com/index.p
hp?option=com
_content&view
=article&id=3&I
temid=67
http://www.ckfi
nc.com/portfoli
oitem/savadaysnack-lightmeal-papertakeout-platescontainers/#to
ggle-id-6
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Crockery
- Bowls

Palm Leaf

Wholeleaf
Co./Webstaur
ant/
Novamont/
bioplates
(india)

requires
sophisticated
composting
service

biodegrades quickly, palm leaf quick to grow

$30 for 200 $900 for
bowls

separate
- USA
based

http://www.the
wholeleafco.co
m/page/1/com
postable_palm_
leaf_tableware/
,http://www.no
vamont.com/,
http://www.we
bstaurantstore.
com/ecogeckosustainable-4round-palmleaf-bowl-200case/17525153.
html

Crockery
- Bowls

Bagasse/Sugar
cane

Webstaurant

usual food
composting/
sophisticated
recycling

low impact manufacturing, sugarcane quick to
grow

$43.36 for
1000

separate
- USA
based

http://www.we
bstaurantstore.
com/ecochoicebiodegradablecompostablesugarcanebagasse-12-ozbowl-1000case/395RB12.
html

$260.16
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Crockery
- Cups

Bioplastic

Webstaurant

requires
sophisticated
composting
service

takes 1-5
years to
compose

manufacturing process potentially
energy intensive, attendees
perceiving us as using
unsustainable plastics

Crockery
- Cups

Paper

Webstaurant

recyclable +
usual food
composting
should apply

biodegrades quickly, paper quick to grow

$6.46 for
50

$775.20

separate
- USA
based

http://www.we
bstaurantstore.
com/fabri-kalgreenwaregc16s-16-ozcustomizablecompostableclear-plasticcold-cup-50pack/999GC16.
html

$4.89

$586.8

separate
- USA
based

http://www.we
bstaurantstore.
com/dart-solo370pla-j7234bare-ecoforward-10-ozpaper-hot-cup50pack/999370PL
A.html
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Note that Feeding the 5000 NYC served three different dishes,
necessitating a lot of different equipment. This exhaustive list offers a
check list when planning what equipment you may want to buy or merely
a way to structure your own equipment list.

1) Disco Chop equipment

Item

Quantity

chopping boards

30-40

knives

30-40

peelers

10

brushes

5

Containers for food
Bowls
Graters
vinegar for washing vegetables (optional)
Gloves and hairnets
Food Waste bags for all the ends and extra
Tablecloth
Dishcloths for washing up the materials + washing up liquid

enough for all the food - see the food sourcing toolkit for advice on food storage containers
10 large
5
2 large bottles
100+ of each
Allow for a lot of waste! Source 10 x 15 gallon-size bins and transport for these bags
Enough for 10-15 tables
10
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2) Serving tent – equipment on the day

Transporting
Truck
Transporting
truck
Transporting
truck
Transporting
truck
Transporting
truck
Transporting
truck
If Cooking on
site
Cooking Tent

Cooking Tent

Buckets

Pickle

50

Purchase

GP - chef team

$10 piece

Hotel pans
4" for
(15,000oz)
Cambro

Ratatouille

40

Purchase

KING restaurant
supplies

8*39=312

Ratatouille

9

Film black
Plastic 18"
x 2000"
Pastry
boxes

Ratatouille

3

Borrow:
salvation
army
Purchase

Salvation army
delivered to HA
soup kitchen
GP - chef team

Savory
Tart

50

Purchase

GP - chef team

Paddles
for large
pots
Pots - 80
quarts

All

2

Rental

Rental

All

8 to 15

Rental

Rental

http://www.webstaurantstore.com/
guide/556/food-pan-buyingguide.html
Calculate the math on portions and
how many you need
for preventing mess in the
cambros while food is in transit
requested by local chef team

Calculate the math on portions and
how many you need
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Cooking Tent

Gas Hobs

All

3

Rental

Rental

Cooking Tent

All

1

Rental

Rental

Cooking Tent

Fire
extinguish
ers
Hairnets

All

200

Webstaurant

Taxi

see disco chop - buy in bulk

Cooking Tent

Aprons

All

40

Webstaurant

Taxi

see disco chop - buy in bulk

Cooking Tent

All

15-20

Purchase

purchase

see disco chop - buy in bulk

Cooking Tent

Containers
for all the
food
Gas bottles
&
attachmen
ts

All

Rental

Rental

Cooking Tent

Gas Cages

All

Generally,
one 47kg
bottle is
enough for
the event
1

Rental

Rental

Foil
Aluminum
Standard 18 x 500
Colander
spoons
Small ladle
(3oz)

Savory
Tart

3

Webstaurant

Taxi

for keeping dishes of ratatouille
warm

Pickle

15

Ikea

Taxi

for the pickle

Ratatouille

15

Ikea

Taxi

Example Feeding the
5000 NYC
Serving tent dish needs
Serving Tent

Serving Tent
Serving Tent

27.03

3 oz. One-Piece Stainless Steel
Ladle because of multiple elements
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(metal)
Generic
Catering - Tent
Needs
Serving Tent

- smaller portions

Long reach
Butane
lighters
Chafing
dish
Chafing
dish insert
(full)
Sternos

Ratatouille

5

Ikea/Home
Depot

Taxi

Ratatouille

8

party rental

On the day - 7am

Ratatouille

8

party rental

On the day - 7am

Ratatouille

40

Webstaurant

On the day - 7am

often cheaper to buy

Serving
bowls
Paper
Towel Rolls

Pickle

12

Ikea

Taxi

All

24

Webstaurant

Taxi

$60

for serving in - alternative to
chafing dishes
Lavex Janitorial 2-Ply White Center
Pull Economy Paper Towel 600' Roll
- 6 / Case

Serving Tent

Sani-Wipes

All

4 x 100

Webstaurant

Taxi

Serving Tent

Side
Towels

All

50

Webstaurant

Taxi

$19.16 for
960
$75.60

Serving Tent

Water jugs
2l - 35 f oz.

All

10

Ikea

Taxi

Serving Tent

Table cloth

All

no of
tables?

Oilclothbyth
eyard

Taxi

Serving Tent
Serving Tent

Serving Tent
Serving Tent
Serving Tent

lighting chafing dishes

Choice 15" x 18 1/2" 18 oz. White
100% Cotton Ribbed Terry Bar
Towel - 12 / Pack
used for refilling the chafing dishes
quickly and avoid messy pouring
from large vessels
wipe-able, heat proof material - we
highly recommend vinyl
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Serving Tent

All

300

Webstaurant

Taxi

Serving Tent

Gloves latex
(serving)
Hairnets

All

200

Webstaurant

Taxi

see disco chop

Serving Tent

Aprons

All

40

Webstaurant

Taxi

see disco chop

Serving Tent

Tissue roll
commercia
l size
Dishcloths
for
washing
up
Washing
up
containers
Washing
up
sponges
Washing
up liquid

All

15

Webstaurant

Taxi

All

50

Ikea

Taxi

All

4

Ikea

Taxi

All

15

$ store

Taxi

All

3l

$ store

Taxi

Hand
sanitizer

All

1l

$ store

Taxi

Serving Tent

Serving Tent

Serving Tent

Serving Tent

Serving Tent

size tbc -

work out how many materials need
to be washed up - always good to
overestimate - 5 bottles
recommended
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Stage - Chef Demo
Kitchen - General
Stage

butane burner

4

Stage

grill pan

1

Stage

5l pot - 4 qts

1

Stage

3l pot - 2.5 qts

3

Stage

7'' steel saucepan

1

Stage

12'' minimum frying pan

1

Stage

peeler

1

Stage

colander

1

Stage

sharp knife - 6"

1

Stage

bread knife- 8"

1

Stage

small knife - 3"

1

Stage

lemon squeezer

1

Stage

oil (olive)

1

Stage

salt

1

Stage

pepper

1

Stage

chopping board - standard size - 12" x 18"

1

Stage

Glass Mixing bowls – med/large

2

Stage

large plates

3

Stage

Large containers for washing - 5-15 gallon

3

Stage

washing up liquid - 4 pints

1

stage

dishcloths

10

Stage

sponges

20

Stage - EXAMPLE

For Adam’s Demonstration
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Stage

2 Glass Mixing bowls – med/large

2

Stage

Small plates

3

Stage - EXAMPLE

For Michelle’s Demonstration

Stage

Ice

Stage

Rocks glasses (3 or 4)

Stage

Small tongs for ice

Stage - EXAMPLE

For Michael's Demo

Stage

1 lemon

1

Stage

Honey

1

Stage

Cinnamon

1

Stage

Frozen Bananas

1

bag
4
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Volunteer and Production tent
Volunteer and Production tent

fabric -capes and masks

trash heroes

Volunteer coordinator

15 yards

Volunteer and Production tent

chalk

volunteer promotion - UNION SQUARE

Volunteer coordinator

1 pack

Volunteer and Production tent

pens

Volunteer coordinator

30

Volunteer and Production tent

clipboards

F5k pledge/petition - take food waste
off the menu
F5k pledge/petition

Volunteer coordinator

9

Volunteer and Production tent

pledges/petitions

F5k pledge/petition

Volunteer coordinator

7500

Volunteer and Production tent

small zip ties

banner hanging

Volunteer coordinator

100

Volunteer and Production tent

large zip ties

banner hanging

Volunteer coordinator

100

Volunteer and Production tent

duct tape

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

2

Volunteer and Production tent

gorilla tape

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

1

Volunteer and Production tent

Scotch tape

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

2

Volunteer and Production tent

biro pen

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

30

Volunteer and Production tent

marker pen

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

2

Volunteer and Production tent

plastic twine

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

2

Volunteer and Production tent

cotton twine

crafting

Volunteer coordinator

1

Volunteer and Production tent

pockets for documents

F5k pledge/petition

Volunteer coordinator

2

Media Release/Pack

F5k

Logistics coordinator

3

Media and Info tent
Media and Info tent
Materials to print prior to the
event
Volunteer and Production tent
File
Master list of Volunteers and

F5k
print out

F5k
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teams
Feeding the 5000 – team
contact info on the day

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

3

Site map

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

35

All organic waste bin sign

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

15

General trash sign

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

15

Recycling bin sign

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

15

Feeding5k – press release final

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

10

F5k - Pledge form

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

20 – (double sided)

Feeding 5000 – photographer
guidance
Feeding the 5000 minute to
minute FINAL/ production
schedule/ stage run-through

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

3

print out

F5k

Logistics coordinator

10

66

67

